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FORT SILL, OKLAHOMA
MEMORIALIZATION BOARD COMMITTEE VOTING SHEET
Date:
Board Member's Name:
PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE
DIRECTORATE OF HUMAN RESOURCES
FS FORM 1-33, FEB 2023
Name of Person/Place/Facility/Area to be Memorialized:
Your Position:
CRITERIA
Did the individual serve with valor or distinction?
Is the Installation Facility/Area/Room/specific to the Soldiers branch or specialty being recommended?
Is the candidate consistent with the rank or grade those of the main users of the facility?
Were the candidate career or actions important to and well known in the locality where memorialized?
Is the candidate an inspiration to fellow Soldiers, employees, and other citizens?
In your view, does the candidate's action warrant memorialization?  If "no", explain in remarks.
Do you recommend the candidate for memorialization?  If "no" explain in remarks.
Yes
No
N/A
CRITERIA FOR FACILITY, BUILDING, ROOM OR AREA OTHER THAN A PERSON
Is the recommended name of the facility/building/area/room meets the regulatory requirements?
Do you recommend the facility/building/area/room for memorialization?  If "no" explain in remarks.
In your view, does the facility/building/area/room warrant memorialization?  If "no", explain in remarks.
Is the recommended name of the facility/building/area/room consistent with the main users?
N/A
No
Yes
Date:                                                                   Memorialization Board recorder Signature:
Date:                                                                   Memorialization Board Voter Signature:
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